Red$Hill!ParkCare%Group!
The following is a short summary of a site visit to inspect erosion issues on
Red Hill Nature Park, conducted by Campbell Wilson on behalf of the
Southern ACT Catchment Group.
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Figure 1: Site visit locations
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Figure 2: Locations of site visit summary recommendations
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SITE!VISIT!RECOMMENDATIONS:!
Site!1!(See!Figure!2!for!location)!!!
•
•
•

The original erosion control effort at this site has collapsed.
This headcut will migrate uphill left unaddressed.
Enough loose rock is present at the site to allow the armouring of the
face utilising a ‘Zuni bowl’ approach (Appendix A).

Figure 3: Upstream view of Site 1 (Fig. 2)
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Site!2!(See!Figure!2!for!location)!!!
• Rill erosion has commenced within the drain at site 2.
• Active headcuts are present and if left unattended will migrate upstream,
further deepening the channel.
• ParkCarers could line the floor with brush material sourced from on-site
woody weeds. This will provide increased roughness, reducing the
erosive power and increasing sediment deposition.
• Focus particularly on the downstream side of active headcuts and in
straight sections of the eroded channel.
• Perennial grasses such as Lomandra would help to stabilise the floor into
the future

Active headcut

Figure 4:
Upstream view
of Site 2 (Fig. 2)
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Site!3!(See!Figure!2!for!location)!!
•

•

•

Fairly recent erosion has lowered the floor of the channel a further 6080cm. The adjustment of the adjacent banks to this event will set in
motion a renewed period of bank erosion.
While it would be a significant effort to prevent this from occurring,
some simple brush weirs in the base can help to catch and retain
sediment close to where it erodes, in doing so helping to raise the floor
of the channel.
See appendix B for basics on brush weir construction

Figure 5: Upstream view of Site 3 (Fig. 2)

Site!4!(See!Figure!2!for!location)!!
•

•

Significant channel deepening has occurred in this section of channel.
This is largely the result of a change from an historical catchment of 5
ha to approximately 20 ha post drainage works on the hillslope to the
south.
The high flow velocities and confined channel make works in this area
a high-risk proposition.
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Site!5!(See!Figure!2!for!location)!!
5a!–!Gabion!at!drainage!exit!
•

•

•

•

The floor of the drain where it enters the gabion likely indicates the
height of the valley-floor at the time when the drainage works were first
constructed.
The resulting increase in catchment has contributed to the extensive
erosion downstream, and subsequent requirement for installing the
gabion.
Since the gabion was installed, further channel deepening has
occurred, with a migrating headcut having undermined the splash
apron at the base of the structure.
Assessment by an engineer is recommended to determine the potential
for failure during an extended wet period.

Undermined
& collapsed
splash apron

Figure 6: Upstream view of Site 5a (Fig. 2)
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5b!–!Headcut!to!Northeast!of!gabion.!
•
•

This headcut (Figure 7) is above the scale recommended for
ParkCarers to tackle.
However, finely branched brush material secured over the face and on
the floor could help to halt the rate of erosion (seek assistance if this is
to be tackled).

Figure 7: Upstream view of Site 5b (Fig. 2)
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Site!6!(See!Figure!2!for!location)!!
•
•
•

A small headcut exists at site 6 that could be tackled by ParkCarers.
A Zuni bowl approach (Appendix A) could be utilised if rock is
available.
Alternatively, a log and brush rundown (as completed at Mugga on day
1 of the Low Cost erosion course), accompanied by Lomandra
longifolia plantings could also be utilised.

Figure 8: Upstream view of Site 6 (Fig. 2)

Site!7!(See!Figure!2!for!location)!
•
•
•

Runnels have formed on the exposed subsoil on the uphill batter of the
main drain.
Revegetation strategies as suggested by Alison Alvin will be highly
beneficial.
In addition, if woody weed material is available, this can be placed
within the runnels with the butt end uphill and branches down to slow
the rate of erosion and assist with groundcover establishment.

!
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Informal!bike/walking!track!drainage!suggestions!

Figure 9: Aerial view of informal bike/walking tracks heading straight down
the slope towards the northern end of Red Hill Nature Park (see Figure 1 for
location).

Concern was expressed about rills starting to form along informal bike/walking
tracks on steep slopes. As a popular Mountain biking location, the ideal long
term approach would be to integrate well established bike track guidelines for
drainage. In the interim, the following simple and low cost solutions can help
to divert flows from the track.

Log!steps!(See![a]!Fig.!10)!
•
•
•

•

150mm logs (a, red line) secured across the path in locations where
the landform will result in flow away from the path.
Place the log just off contour (1 in 100) in the direction flow is desired.
Bed the log down to slightly deeper than the base of the pathway to
ensure flow doesn’t undermine the work. Ensure the desired flow
pathway is clear which will likely require a small amount of excavation
with a mattock.
Those riding up a steep hill will naturally skirt around the obstruction.
Ensure the shortest route for them to do so is on the side you wish the
water to exit. The resulting newly formed pathway (a, yellow dashed
line) can further assist with flow diversion from the track (a, blue dotted
arrow).
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Tree/stump!across!pathway!(See![b]!Fig.!10)!
•

•

•

When a large obstruction that is difficult to move falls or is placed over
a pathway (b, red tree form), human nature often results in a new path
forming around the obstacle on the easiest route (b, dashed yellow
line).
This approach can be utilised to deliberately form a new route where it
will assist with diverting concentrated path flow towards a slope that will
carry flow away from the main pathway (b, dotted blue line).
In future, if the new route becomes rutted and water is heading back
towards the main path, a slight opening can be excavated at the rear
end of the blue dotted line to encourage its exit.

Figure 10: Simple flow diversion strategies on informal bike/walking tracks.
Note: Structure siting is for illustration purposes only and may not suit the
existing landform
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The following is not intended as a set of detailed design instructions. Seek
professional advice prior to the construction of works.

APPENDIX!B!–!BRUSH!WEIR!
Siting
A straight section of channel,
mid-meader. This reduces the
risk of the structure
outflanking. The shallower the
grade the greater the potential
volume of deposition.

STEP  1:  LOGS
PLAN
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Step 1: Logs (see right)
1. If steep, channel walls are
battered to an appropriate
grade.
2. Logs of about 200mm
diameter are arranged in a
V pointing upstream,
matching the channel and
battered bank profile. This
provides the footing for
the structure.
3. Steep posts and wire keep
the logs in place
Step 2: Brush
4. Brush material is arranged
on the downstream edge
of the logs, lowest in the
centre and protecting the
banks from outflanking.
This is wired to the footing
logs. Steps of <300mm
reduce the chance of
scour undermining the
structure.

FLOW
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STEP  2:  BRUSH
PLAN
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SECTION

Figure'C1:!Plan!and!section!of!brush!weir!
construction!
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!
Brush!laying!commences!following!the!securing!of!the!logs.!
!

!
Brush!in!place!ready!for!stomping!down!and!wiring!to!the!logs.!The!brush!is!laid!in!
alternating!directions!and!overlapped!to!ensure!it!binds!together!well.!Any!material!can!be!
used,!but!prickly!material!like!this!Hawthorn!binds!together!particularly!well.!
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